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ABOUT THE BAND

QUEEN MACHINE

Queen Machine is one of Scandinavia's most popular bands and has often been claimed as one of the
best tribute bands in northern Europe.
Queen Machine is world class when it comes to presenting Queen’s universe in a highly entertaining
and authentic tribute show. In a decade Queen Machine has played numerous sold-out concerts, and
every year the band plays various festivals for a great number of audiences. They have recently played
for 20.000 people at “Smuk Fest”, one of the largest music festivals in Denmark. In the summer of
2016 Queen Machine also played a series of concerts with The National Symphony Orchestra of
London along with opera singer Louise Fribo
Besides concerts in their home country Denmark, Queen Machine has played concerts in Sweden,
Norway and Germany, and the band has in several occasions performed in national TV shows.
It was a great experience for Queen Machine when they in 2015 went to a Queen concert performed
by some of the original Queen members. Lead singer Bjarke Baisner, who truly sounds and looks like a
young Freddie Mercury, had, as one of very few, the honor of meeting the original band members
Brian May and Roger Taylor before the concert. The two Queen legends recognize Queen Machine as
one of the best tribute bands.
Queen Machine make a great effort to raise money for the AIDS foundation and over the years they
have been able to donate quite a lot of money to the ﬁght against AIDS, which sadly killed Freddie
Mercury in 1991. Particularly the lead singer Bjarke Baisner is personally very concerned about AIDS,
as he grew up with parents who were doctors and took part in the ﬁght against AIDS. In 2016 Barke
himself graduated as a doctor.

ABOUT THE BAND

Bjarke Baisner
Lead singer of Queen Machine
Bjarke has been a Queen fan since before he could walk. His costumes on stage are custom-made by a
professional costume designer. Bjarke has a medical degree from the University of Aarhus and he can
eat a frankfurter sausage in one bite. The evidence is available on video.

Peter Møller Jeppesen
Plays the guitar in Queen Machine.
Like Brian May, Peter plays with a sixpence coin instead of a guitar pick. He has played all over the
world - from California to Finland and from Austria to China and Japan. Peter is the band's tech-geek
and is educated as an electrical engineering specialized in acoustics and speakers. In addition he is the
only vegetarian in the band.

Henrik Østergaard
Plays the keys in Queen Machine.
He is the proud owner of a sixpence coin, which Brian May has actually played with. He has a master's
degree in musicology and mathematics from the University of Aarhus. Henrik is a former elite
volleyball player with a height of 193 cm.

Jens Lunde
Plays the bass in Queen Machine.
Jens has played music and worked at venues throughout his life. On stage he plays the same kind of
bass as John Deacon. His favorite song is ‘Under Pressure’ as he is also a David Bowie fan. Jens is
known as the band's “mother”, as it is often him, who cleans up backstage to make it nice for the
band.

Paolo Romano Torquati
Drummer in Queen Machine.
As a former professional drum technician, he has toured all over the world with bands as ‘Mew’ and
‘Aqua’. He plays on a drum setup that is exactly similar to the setup, which Roger Taylor used under
the ‘Magic’-tour. He also plays with his drumsticks upside-down like Roger Taylor. Paolo has helped to
build several of Queen Machines production sets, for example the band's grand piano. Paolo also
works at The Royal Academy of Music in Aarhus.

